
Arisia 2016 Film Room Shedule

This will be the last year of a full 35mm �lm program at Arisia and we have tried to shedule things that we have enjoyed and the few good

new things we ould get. We have all enjoyed running the program these many years but with the slow death of theatrial 35mm it is

beoming more and more diÆult to �nd new material. Hold on and see what omes along to replae it in the future, and spend some time

enjoying what we have this year! We promise it's nothing you will see elsewhere.

Friday Afternoon

A Boy And His Dog 4:00pm

A boy and his telepathi dog seek food and sex in a post-apoalypti

desert until they enounter an underground soiety where the ways of

Middle Ameria are kept in a strange and distorted fashion. Based

on a Harlan Ellison story, this was one of Don Johnson's �rst starring

roles. 1 hr. 31 min, in 16mm

Bakstage Tour 5:45pm

Arisia is the last on left in the ountry still running 35mm �lm, and

possibly the only event of any kind running 35mm outside of a theatre

environment. Come bakstage and see sausage being made and the

many hundreds of hours of preparation and presentation work that go

into every Arisia program. This is your last hane! 45 min

High Treason 6:30pm

This 1929 �lm predits the beginning of the seond world war in the

futuristi world of 1950. A minor border rossing inident is enlarged

by televisor propaganda into a onit even the World League of Peae

with their vast network of dirigibles and skysrapers annot prevent.

This �lm is the British answer to Metropolis and was a minor speial

e�ets mirale of its day. Beautiful new restored print from the Library

of Congress 1 hr. 30 min, in 35mm B&W

Jupiter Asending 8:00pm

An earthwoman in a dead-end job has a seret that not even she knows,

whih leads to an extraordinary inheritane and a vast adventure in

spae. Sure, the plot was obbled together from the anient Greeks,

but this is a good retelling and it's visually beautiful. In 35mm

Cinemasope, 2 hr. 7 minutes

Preeded by The Criti, an abstrat avant-garde �lm with hilarious

narration by Mel Brooks. 4 min, in 16mm

Silent: Wings 10:30pm

On the eve of World War I, two young men in love with the same

woman both beome �ghter pilots in the same unit. This �lm was

the �rst ever made to show aerial ombat and was an enormous teh-

nologial advane when it ame out, being the Star Wars of its day.

This �lm interested a tremendous number of young kids in ying and

was one of the greatest inuenes in reruiting for the Air Corps years

later. Even today the ying senes are still impressive. Presented with

live organ aompaniment. In 16mm, approximately 2 hours

Preeded by Films From NaSFiC. This sarasti and somewhat

o�ensive �lm details all the wonders of the NaSFiC onvention that

you ould have attended. 2 min, in 16mm Colonosope

Saturday

Three Days of the Condor 9:00am

A CIA researher does omputer analysis of literature until suddenly

his entire department is gunned down, leaving him out on the streets

and on the run. Robert Redford stars in this spy story prediated on

a future tehnology that has today in great part ome to pass in the

era of \Big Data." Make sure to see the beginning to see the PDP-8e

miniomputer reading books. In 16mm Cinemasope, 1 hr 57 min

The Invaders 11:00am

In this lassi 1968 television series, David Vinent arries on a �ght

against a overt alien invasion. We don't know whih episode we will

be running but we promise it will be a good one. 1 hr. In 16mm

Outer Limits: Mutant 12:00pm

Do not adjust your set. Landing at an experimental olony on a distant

planet, an investigator �nds that one of the members of the team has

developed unusual powers but little sense of reponsibility. We ontrol

the horizontal. We ontrol the vertial. 1 hr. In 16mm B&W

Get Smart 1:00pm

Seret agent Maxwell Smart battles the evil KAOS organization with

bumbling inompetene but always seems to ome out on top any-

way. We will present a random episode from Buk Henry's brilliant

television omedy show. in 16mm, 22 min.

Koseidon 1:30pm

We're going to be piking an episode of Dinosaur Corps Koseidon, a

Japanese tokusatsu TV series telling the story of a superhero who has

olleted a band to help him �ght against aliens who have altered the

ourse of time. We are showing this in Japanese, with no benshi, no

translation, no subtitles. We don't know Japanese so we don't know

what episode we'll have or anything about it, but that's part of the

fun! in 16mm, 22 min

Fail-Safe 2:00pm

In this lassi old-war suspense �lm, a stuk relay sends Amerian

bombers on an attak mission over Russia and it is up to the president

(Henry Fonda) to deide how to handle the situation. This is a straight

adaptation of the same book that was satirized in Dotor Strangelove

and you need to see this �lm just to view the serious approah. 1 hr.

52 min, In 35mm B&W

Jonny Quest: Werewolves of

Timberland

4:30pm

In this lassi animated �lm, Dr. Quest and his family go on a vaa-

tion, amping in the remote Canadian forests where they inadvertently

enounter some very bad people, and also the dreaded \Loup-Garou."

An original syndiation print, without the ensoring present in the

modern release. In 16mm, 22 min
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A Boy And His Dog 5:00pm

A boy and his telepathi dog seek food and sex in a post-apoalypti

desert until they enounter an underground soiety where the ways of

Middle Ameria are kept in a strange and distorted fashion. Based

on a Harlan Ellison story, this was one of Don Johnson's �rst starring

roles. 1 hr. 31 min, in 16mm

Mad Max: Fury Road 6:45pm

Esapees from a tyrannial ruler in post-apoalypse Australia go on a

dramati road trip. 2 hr. in 35mm Cinemasope

K-Pax 9:00pm

Prot, a patient in a mental institution, laims to be from another

planet, and the more his dotor looks into it, the more it looks like

he atually is. Starring Kevin Spaey and Je� Bridges, Prot's view of

earth is enlightening and he sees humans from a di�erent and better

viewpoint. This quiet and understated �lm will make you think about

what it is to be an alien and what it is to be human. 2 hr., In 35mm

Cinemasope

Bad Film:They Saved Hitler's

Brain

11:00pm

This is, in some ways, a found footage �lm, being made from an early

1960s feature with an additional espionage �lm made in the 1970s

edited into it. Although the plot is neessarily disontinuous it revolves

around Nazi dotors preserving Hitler's head on a small tropial island

at the end of the war, deades later kidnapping a top sientist to have

him keep Hitler alive. This is undoubtedly one of the worst �lms ever

made, even by the standards of bad �lms. MST3K ommentary is

enouraged and will be neessary. Sponsored by the Institute For the

Promotion of Bad Cinema and the Instituto Cinemalo d'Italia. 1 hr.,

31 min. In 16mm B&W

Sunday

Close Enounters of the Third

Kind

9:00am

In Spielberg's �rst great epi, people from aross the world are drawn

to a spot in the Wyoming wilderness where they sense something is

about to happen. This is a �lm that awakens a sense of wonder, some-

thing we all need, and a great way to begin your morning at the on.

\One of the most ambitious �lms ever made" says Ron Rosenbaum in

this month's Smithsonian Magazine. Last week's death of inematog-

rapher Vilmos Zsigmond makes this an espeially poignant time to see

it. 2 hrs. 17 minutes, In 16mm.

NASA Doumentary Films 11:30am

This year's bath of �lms omes from the arhives of the Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory and begins with the 1967 JPL orientation �lm for

new employees, then Mission For Mariner, an overview on early solar

system exploration. We onlude with a theatrial newsreel on Gemini

8 and Luna 6. Presented in 16mm, 1 hr.

8th Man: Armored Man 12:30

In Japan's earliest yborg anime, detetive Tobor has a seond life

as the 8th Man, a robot superhero that �ghts rime. This episode

explores the hazards of performing experiments on unonsenting hu-

mans. 21min, B&W (Ferrania) 16mm

Fantasti Four 1:00pm

Your kids have seen the movie, now take them to see this episode of

the animated television series by Hanna-Barbera, the one you grew up

with. A team of four, made into superheroes by exposure to osmi

radiation, use their super abilities to protet mankind. Original tele-

vision print with all the artoon violene that your parents objeted

to in the sixties. 22 min, in 16mm

ST:TOS: Spok's Brain 1:30pm

In memory of the reently deeased Leonard Nimoy we are running

what is possibly the best Star Trek episode of all time, ertainly one of

the best ones he is featured in. Brain and brain, what is brain? Come

see an original network print with your friends whether they are morg

or eyemorg. In 16mm, 55 min

Night of the Comet 2:30pm

The earth passes through the tail of Halley's Comet, turning the un-

proteted population into shambling zombies, leaving two valley girls

to �ght against the invasion and the seret underground government

taking advantage of the situation. A horror �lm with a sense of humor,

this zombie lassi is not to be missed. In 35mm, 1 hr. 35 minutes

Quest 4:15pm

Roughly based on a Ray Bradbury story, this short subjet about a

hild in a world where people have only a short eight-day lifespan won

a speial award at Fantafestival in 1984. Visually stunning work from

Saul Bass. In 35mm, 30 minutes

Classi Trailer Park 5:00pm

Everybody's favorite event! Ninety minutes of trailers for movies you

love, movies you hate, and movies you've never heard of! One again

we reah into the dumpsters behind the movie theatre for the �nest

trailers possible, old and new. 1 hr. 30 min, in every format imag-

inable



Jupiter Asending{ Seond

Show

6:30pm

An earthwoman in a dead-end job has a seret that not even she knows,

whih leads to an extraordinary inheritane and a vast adventure in

spae. Sure, the plot was obbled together from the anient Greeks,

but this is a good retelling and it's visually beautiful. 2 hr. 7 min,

In 35mm Cinemasope

K-Pax 8:45pm

Prot, a patient in a mental institution, laims to be from another

planet, and the more his dotor looks into it, the more it looks like

he atually is. Starring Kevin Spaey and Je� Bridges, Prot's view of

earth is enlightening and he sees humans from a di�erent and better

viewpoint. This quiet and understated �lm will make you think about

what it is to be an alien and what it is to be human. 2 hr., In 35mm

Cinemasope

Girls of the Night{ Dirty

Movie

11:00pm

This timeless politial suspense porno �lm stars Harry Reems as a

senator being audited by the IRS, who needs esape from the press and

the kind of heering up that only a party with all girls an provide.

Assisted by a aptain of industry and the press orps, of ourse. The

thinly-veiled plot is onvoluted and silly but the �lm is mentioned in

a Chip Delaney book so there's a siene �tion onnetion! 18 and

older please, ID must be shown at the door. 1 hr 20 min. In 35mm.

Monday Morning

Audiene Choie 9:00am

We will run any of the �lms listed for this weekend. You must arrive

at 9 AM in order to ast your vote. Film will begin promptly at 9:15

after setup and preparation.


